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All of the activities at this station are “experimental” in nature.  Your results may differ.  Differences 

in computer CPU and peripherals and network characteristics will affect the results.  Your exact 

results will be dependent upon these differences.  Any suggestions made herein are merely guidelines 

used for implementation at this station.   

 

1. Station miniaturization and configuration bread-board style. 

2. Station timing upgrade to a Stratum 1 microsecond accuracy.  

3. Station development of personal RadioJove Web Pages. 

4. Station experimentation with LimeSDR wideband SDR and SDR# software to RSS integration. 

 

Larry Dodd 

 



1. K4LED ADVANCED STATION MINITURIZATION – BREAD-BOARD STYLE 

 



The dark center board is an operator fabricated station calibrator.

 



2.  K4LED STATION TIMING -  STRATUM 1 - CURRENTLY AT 5 TO 15 MICROSECOND ACCURACY 

       ALS 

RADIOJOVE COMPUTER CLOCK TIMING 

The following three levels of computer clock timing suggested below are for RadioJove radio observatories.  There is no hard 

fast requirement to implement any of these capabilities but they are only suggested possibilities to standardize time 

measurements across RadioJove stations to facilitate detailed scientific investigations.  NASA interest in accurate atomic time 

for interplanetary investigations is real.  This intense volunteer RadioJove effort is meant to support NASA Jupiter science  to 

develop a clear understanding of its atmosphere, chemistry, radio storms and other physical characteristics. 

LEVEL ONE:  EASY; Use Windows standard internet automatic time server updates.  No special time equipment or software is 

needed except internet connectivity.  (If you use any of the GPS receivers below be sure and turn the windows automatic 

internet time updates off to prevent conflicts.) A timing average accuracy of +-2 seconds or better can be obtained using 

automatic internet adjustment depending on the Internet NTP server selected and many other parameters of your local 

internet provider and any peculiarities of our computer/network system. 

LEVEL TWO:  MODERATE; A sophisticated GPS receiver such as the Garmin 19X HVS (~ $146).  The 19x receiver is located at 

the antenna and therefore eliminating delay and gain loss between the antenna and receiver. Its improved technology 

provides 2 second acquisition of satellites, more satellites for higher accuracy and other improved receiver specifications.   It 

uses an RS232 GPS serial port.  It is suggested an internal RS232 PCIe card (~$35) be installed. The cable has no connector so a 

DB9 female connector must be installed according to the provided wiring diagram.   NEMATime2 Software ($20).  An expected 

accuracy average of +- 10 milliseconds or better plus delay, offset and network jitter. Typical values for delay, offset, and 

network jitter are .620, 1.534, and .466 milliseconds respectfully. These actual values are well below maximum allowed 

values. Offset: indicates the time difference, in milliseconds, between the client and source.  Jitter: indicates the difference, in 

milliseconds, between two samples. The primary reason to use RS232 vs USB is that RS232 allows a separate connection of the 

PPS out of the GPS receiver for increased accuracy.  The RS232 also allows provision of a higher voltage (12v) to the GPS 

receiver than is available on a USB port.  If all you have is a USB port it can be used but you will suffer some in time accuracy.  

A lower cost, less capable Garmin 18x USB is available in this case. 

https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/missions/deep-space-atomic-clock-dsac/
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/jupiter/in-depth/
https://www.amazon.com/Garmin-Next-Generation-GPS-Receiver/dp/B0089YMO76/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?ie=UTF8&qid=1540410355&sr=8-1-spons&keywords=garmin+19x&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Native-Express-RS232-Serial-Adapter/dp/B001H3KG6W/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1540586389&sr=8-4&keywords=rs232+serial+pcie+port
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B074Z55GPN/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o09_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
http://www.visualgps.net/#nmeatime2-content
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_c_1_18?url=search-alias%3Daps&field-keywords=garmin+gps+18x+usb+receiver+for+pc+antenna+only&sprefix=garmin+18x+antenna%2Caps%2C261&crid=NWSXXUI3OMF1&rh=i%3Aaps%2Ck%3Agarmin+gps+18x+usb+receiver+for+pc+antenna+only


LEVEL THREE: MODERATELY DIFFICULT; this level of network connected computers contains multiple sub levels to 

accommodate varying observer and station capabilities and goals. 

SUB LEVEL A.  MODERATELY DIFFICULT; Same as level two above but add a network NTP Server/Client program such as 

Softros (~$229 server and 10 clients), or Meinberg, NTP software to update the clocks on all of the networked 

computers to the station accurate time.  This provides accurate timing for most general observational requirements.  

NOTE: Server/client software is not needed for a single non-networked computer.  

SUB LEVEL B.  DIFFICULT; Obtain and install a Stratum 1 GPS NTP/SNTP network time server.  The network packet 

formats of both NTP and SNTP protocols are identical, and the two are interoperable. The main difference between the 

two is SNTP is missing the complex filtering algorithms to maintain an accurate time that NTP provides and the accuracy 

is around tens of milliseconds.  NTP stands for Network Time Protocol, SNTP stands for Simple Network Time Protocol 

and it is an Internet protocol used to synchronize the clocks of computers to an external time reference. Network Time 

Protocol is a hierarchical protocol and is divided into stratum which define the distance from the reference clock. The 

GPS satellite clock would be a stratum 0 source and the time server in our stations would be a stratum 1 time server. A 

suggested Stratum 1 time server for our use is a TimeMachines TM1000A (~$299).  This network time server simply 

attaches to an Ethernet switch port.  A NTP/SNTP client is implemented on each computer for accurate time 

corrections.  This level of accuracy accommodates most scientific studies. – TM1000A Server Time Precision: average 

~+-1 milliseconds or better + network jitter, delay and offset.  The network NTP Server/Client software (Softros) is fairly 

easy to install. Setting the proper parameters may take some experimentation for best performance.  The GPS antenna 

attaches to the TM1000A and must be located outside for reliable operation. The network switch should be a Gigabit 

multi-port network switch connected to the computers Ethernet ports with CAT6 or CAT7 patch cables.  It is important 

to use the best affordable parts possible to achieve the desirable time accuracy.  The patch cables should be as short as 

possible.  

SUB LEVEL C.  MORE DIFFICULT and much more expensive; Obtain and install a Stratum 1 GPS PTP network time server 

such as the higher accuracy TimeMachines TM2000A (~$499) plus Domain Time II client software.  Client software cost 

is $39.95 per client.  NOTE: No sever software is needed as the TM2000A hardware acts as the server. This network time 

server attaches to a dedicated Time Server only Ethernet switched port. Do not attach a local network cable to this 

switch. Use a wireless adaptor for internet connectivity if needed. A PTP client is implemented on each computer for 

https://www.softros.com/
https://www.meinbergglobal.com/
http://ntp.org/
http://ntp.org/
https://www.amazon.com/TimeMachines-TM1000A-maintains-broadcast-Satellites/dp/B002RC3Q4Q/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1540410308&sr=8-1&keywords=tm1000a
https://www.softros.com/
https://www.amazon.com/TimeMachines-TM2000A-maintains-broadcast-Satellites/dp/B015NABUUK/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1540410248&sr=8-1&keywords=tm2000a
https://www.greyware.com/software/domaintime/


accurate time corrections. The higher accuracy provides support for highly detailed and specialized scientific studies. 

This experimental level is currently installed at the K4LED Observatory with 5 to 15 microsecond accuracy. 

 – TM2000A PTP Server Time Precision: average ~+-20 µsec or better plus delay, offset, and jitter.   

IMPLEMENTING FULL PTP:  The “Precision” Time Protocol (PTP) (as opposed to NTP) is a protocol used to synchronize 

clocks throughout a computer network. On a local area network, it achieves high clock accuracy in the microsecond 

range, making it suitable for precise measurements.  The full level of precision would require improved software, 

hardware, network switch and NIC especially designed for PTP precision time.  This can become very expensive.  The 

TM2000A is capable of PTP microsecond time with the proper PTP network software and hardware.  Without the 

proper hardware timing a range of (5 – 100 microseconds or better) is possible.  With the proper hardware and 

software PIP accuracy of sub-microseconds could be possible.  

(NOTES:  The Level three, sub level C above (TM2000A) would be a reasonable time accuracy expected of an advanced 

RadioJove ground station amateur observatory.  Be aware that only solution Level 4, Sub Level C, provides built in holdover 

capability.  Without a holdover capability SkyPipe or Spectrographs could become corrupted due to poor timing data. 

Holdover keeps the clock stable during periods of satellite outages as experienced during heavy rain storms or heavy cloud 

cover.  You can also set internet time as an option in cases of GPS outages. Estimated average time accuracy is highly 

dependent upon local characteristics, computer speed, network configuration, router specifications, cable length, cable type 

and many other conditions.  Other solutions may perform as well or even better but keeping costs to a reasonable level is a 

consideration.  Time standardization is desired to facilitate comparison of science investigations from observatories at various 

locations.  Notice in the example below the Ethernet switch is not your LAN router but a separate unmanaged dedicated time 

server switch dedicate only for time distribution.  Internet connectivity to these computers could be obtained with separate 

wireless adaptors if desired.  

 

The photo configuration diagram below shows only two SDRplay RCP/LCP receivers for simplicity of the diagram.  Additional 

receivers can be added to the time server switch.      



 

K4LED CURRENT STRATUM 1 CONFIGURATION – AVERAGE 5 TO 15 MICROSECOND ACCURACY 



3.  NEW K4LED RADIOJOVE PERSONNEL WEB PAGE.  http://www.101science.com/radiojove.html 

 

 

 

 

THIS RADIOJOVE PAGE DESCRIBES A SCIENCE ACTIVITY YOU CAN PARTICIPATE IN FROM YOUR OWN HOME OR SCHOOL
 

 

 

 

Radiojove volunteers build their own radio telescopes and 

listen to radio storms from Jupiter and much more. The 

following three levels of RadioJove participation are 

suggested for RadioJove observers. The suggestions are 

provided as a general guideline for standardization of 

RadioJove amateur observatories and science activities. 

Listening to radio storms requires patience, learning, and 

researching basic electronics and radio astronomy 

material from a variety of sources. It also involves tracking 

down radio frequency interference that is all around us 

every day. The hard work pays off when you are rewarded 

by detecting your first signals from outer space. This 

unique science activity can lead you to even more exciting 

radio astronomy adventures. 

 

http://www.101science.com/radiojove.html
http://www.101science.com/


LEVEL ONE:  Novice. This level pertains to individuals interested in learning more 
about RadioJove. RadioJove is all about an interest in radio signals received from 
Jupiter Radio Storms, solar flares, and other galactic sources. Other activities 
include, reading great books like "Listening To Jupiter", articles like "Where Do I 
Start?", the Jove Brochure, watching the Educational CD and asking questions. It is 
suggested the novice obtain a copy of Radio SkyPipeII software. You can enjoy 
invaluable training in learning its capabilities. Here are some Skypipe Frequently 
Asked Questions. Learn more about Jupiter science. When you decide to progress 
on to level two you will already be familiar with the software. See Skypipe chart 
video with sounds of Solar Bursts, Jupiter Bursts and more. For fun open Skypipe 
and start it while listening to one of the Jupiter/Sun files and you will see the graph 
on your Skypipe software. For an explanation of astronomy terms see this glossary. 

LEVEL TWO: Intermediate.  Building the standard RadioJove R1.1 RJR Jove Receiver 
Manual and matching RJ1.2 RJA Jove dual dipole Antenna Manual are available for 
ordering on another web site HERE. The Complete RJK RadioJove kit contains not 
only the receiver kit, a host of valuable software, and the antenna kit. You will need 
some basic soldering tools to compete the receiver kit. A basic auto-ranging digital 
multimeter is also handy for testing the receiver construction. Look here for a 
quick how to solder video. Or, here for a detailed soldering tutorial. Use only lead-
free rosin core solder (Do not use acid core solder) and use a smaller size diameter 
like .031 or .020 is best. A pre-built tested receiver is also available separately if you 
prefer not to build the kit. The antenna kit contains all the wire and miscellaneous 
parts except the PVC pipe, tent pegs and guy rope. An RF-2080 Calibrator is 
absolutely essential for obtaining useful calibrated charts. Without calibration a 
chart indicates only relative signal strengths.  A calibrated chart will indicate 

https://radiojove.gsfc.nasa.gov/library/
http://www.101science.com/Radio%20Signals.html
http://www.101science.com/listeningtojupiter.html
http://www.radiosky.com/startme.html
http://www.radiosky.com/startme.html
https://radiojove.gsfc.nasa.gov/library/brochure.pdf
http://www.101science.com/RADIO%20JOVE%20EDUCATIONAL%20MATERIAL/MainMenu.html
http://www.radiosky.com/skypipeishere.html
http://www.radiosky.com/skypipehelp/V2/skypipe_faq.html
http://www.radiosky.com/skypipehelp/V2/skypipe_faq.html
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/jupiter/overview/
http://www.101science.com/sunandjupiterskypipchart.html
http://www.101science.com/sunandjupiterskypipchart.html
https://public.nrao.edu/glossary/
http://www.101science.com/Jove%20Receiver%20Manual.html
http://www.101science.com/Jove%20Receiver%20Manual.html
http://www.101science.com/Jove%20Antenna%20Manual.html
https://radiojove.gsfc.nasa.gov/office/order_form.html
https://radiojove.gsfc.nasa.gov/office/order_form.html
https://www.amazon.com/Soldering-Iron-Kit-Temperature-Screwdrivers/dp/B07GJNKQ8W/ref=sr_1_7?s=hi&ie=UTF8&qid=1542579632&sr=1-7&keywords=circuit+board+soldering+kit+wire+cutter
https://www.amazon.com/Neoteck-Multimeter-Multimeters-Resistance-Transistor/dp/B01NAVAT9S/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542581519&sr=8-1-fkmr0&keywords=autoranging+multimeter+neo
https://www.amazon.com/Neoteck-Multimeter-Multimeters-Resistance-Transistor/dp/B01NAVAT9S/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1542581519&sr=8-1-fkmr0&keywords=autoranging+multimeter+neo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f95i88OSWB4&feature=youtu.be
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/how-to-solder-through-hole-soldering/all
http://www.101science.com/RF%202080%20Manual%20(4).htm


received Antenna Temperatures in Kelvin that is essential for scientific analysis. 
There is a built-in easy to use calibration routine in Skypipe. Construction of the 
RadioJove receiver kit and antenna kit provides a multitude of learning new skills 
including soldering and basic electronics.  It’s FUN! 

LEVEL THREE:  Advanced. Making long term galactic background observations, Jupiter 
storms and solar observations and uploading the results to the RadioJove 
Archive involves more advanced spectrographic equipment, a broadband antenna 
and more work. However, it must be noted that Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) 
is a universal problem. Every site has at least some RFI at one time or another. RFI 
has many sources such as AC power lines, refrigerators, thermostats, other 
electronic equipment such as TV’s and Radios, and many external 
sources. Troubleshooting and reducing RFI takes much time and effort but is an 
essential task. The use of Ferrite Cores for RFI reduction on all cables is a starting 
point. One should not post observations on the internet until the RFI issue has been 
rectified to the best degree possible. Preparing and maintain engineering 
observation logs is a great habit to develop. Obtain and install a Terminated Folded 
Dipole (TFD) broadband antenna. Other science activities include observing, 
logging, and recording Jupiter and solar spectrographic events. At this 
level advanced radio astronomy work can be accomplished to provide NASA 
scientists information for their detailed investigative science work. Some of the 
investigations include observation of so called Tee Pees in 12 or 24 hour 
spectrographs, study of the effects of lightning on spectrographs, study of S and L 
bursts and their relationship to Io positions, CAS A scintillations and many 
more. Future advances in SDR technology will soon produce other choices of SDR 
receivers. An example of an Advanced Radio Jove Observatory is provided.  

http://www.101science.com/Antenna%20Temperature.html
http://www.101science.com/GBpage.html
http://www.radiojove.org/archive.html
http://www.radiojove.org/archive.html
http://www.101science.com/Ferrite%20Cores.html
http://www.101science.com/TFD.html
http://www.101science.com/TFD.html
https://www.nap.edu/read/11719/chapter/4
http://www.101science.com/CASA.html
http://www.101science.com/K4LED.html


4.  STATION “EXPERIMENTATION” WITH LIMESDR USB WIDEBAND RECEIVER AND SDR#2RSS 

 

CURRENT 

The LimeSDR USB offers the potential to provide 15 to 30 MHz bandwidth digital reception for RadioJove 

monitoring.  The LimeSDR is capable of a much wider bandwidth in the future. Currently (Dec 2018) the only SDR 

software configuration today that will allow input to RSS is SDR# with its LimeSDR and RSS plugins.  The final 

working configuration is not optimal but experimental.  First the SDR# software does not allow full configuration of 

LimeSDR controls such as gain settings.  There are three gain settings on the LimeSDR but SDR# only allows one. 

The other gain settings allow more precise control over the final spectrograph results. It works but it isn’t optimal.  

SDR# crashes a lot during set-up but runs reliably if left alone.  There are also some LimeSDR internal birdies that 

are there with the antenna disconnected.  

 



FUTURE 

An excellent professional (FREE) SDR program called SDRconsole written by Simon Brown has all the LimeSDR 

parameters including the three gain settings.  It works beautifully even at higher bandwidths.  It includes 

windowing settings.   Unfortunately there is no SDRconsole to RSS interface at the moment.  Simon has put 

development of an RSS interface on his schedule for the third quarter in 2019.  We will be patiently waiting for that 

development.  Others have indicated they are working on something similar also.  The future looks bright.  A 

LimeSDR PCIe board is now available also. 

 

We hope you found this K4LED 2018 year-end report informative. Thanks to all RadioJove volunteers for their work 

and assistance. 

 

 

-  END OF REPORT  - 

 

 

 

 


